


To: All Plymouth Dealers 
Subject: 1968 Bemi Barracuda 

Super Stock 

The Chrysler-Plymouth Division 
offers for the 1968 models a 
426 Hemi-Powered Barracuda 
Fastback for use in supervised 
acceleration trials. These cars 
will weigh approximately 3,000 
pounds and have been designed 
to meet the 1968 specifications 
of the major sanctioning drag 
strip organizations. 
The Hemi-Powered Barracudas 

will be available through 
production in limited quantities 
in March. To order this vehicle, 
use the Barracuda Order Form 
and specify Body Code B029 
and Transmission Code, either 
4 Speed Manual, Code 393, or 
Automatic, Code 395. 
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Warning (reasons to buy ... ): 
No Optional Equipment Of Any Kind Can Be Ordered. 

These vehicles are intended for use in supervised acceleration trials 
and other competitive events; therefore, they will be sold without 
warranty. Special stickers will be provided for plant installation 
(attached to left "A" post) which will read as follows: "This vehicle was 
not manufactured for use on public streets, roads or highways and does 
not conform to Motor Vehicle Safety Standards." 

Any prospective customer who desires to purchase one of these 
maximum performance vehicles should be made aware of the following 
characteristics which make them unsuitable for general use: 

• A high idle speed is required to insure adequate lubrication, minimize 
roughness, and to keep the engine from stalling. 

• The modified intake manifold causes a rich surging condition, 
misfiring and unstable engine operation in cold weather, which makes 
ordinary street driving extremely difficult and it is not recommended 
for this use. 

• Higher than normal oil consumption will be encountered because of 
increased lubrication to the valve train and cylinder walls. 

• The carburetors are calibrated for maximum power and a high 
numerical axle ratio is used for acceleration. As a result, the gas 
mileage is considerably less than for a conventional car. 

• Engine noise would be objectionable due to increased piston clearance 
and mechanical valve tappet clearance. 

• The ignition system is designed for optimum engine output and must 
be kept in top condition. This makes it necessary to inspect, adjust and 
replace the spark plugs and ignition points more frequently than would 
be necessary on a standard engine. 

• On cars equipped with automatic transmission, band adjustment must 
be made frequently. 

• Due to performance characteristics, maintenance and operating 
expense will be high since premium fuel is required and frequent oil 
changes are a MUST. 

Official Warranty and Policy Coverage 
Any customer purchasing this model vehicle should be advised that 

due to the expected use, the vehicle is sold "as is" and the 24-month or 
24,OO0-mile vehicle warranty coverage, the 5 year or 5O,OO0-mile Power 
Train Warranty coverage, or any other warranty coverage (including, but 
not limited to the implied warranties of fitness for purpose intended or 
merchantability) will not apply to the vehicle. The manufacturer assumes 
no responsibility for the manner in which such vehicles operate. 
Any repairs or adjustments which you believe warranty factory 

participation should be brought to the attention of your Regional Service 
Office where such requests will be handled on individual merits. 


